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ow that we are moving into 2020, it’s time to evaluate your interior spaces. 
After attending High Point Market®, one of the largest international furnish-
ings industry trade show in the world, I would like to share some fresh takes 
on color and design for the new year.

We are seeing scaled-down furniture produced rather than oversized. Furniture 
vendors are staying in touch with the real estate sold in our area. In performance 
fabrics, slipcovers that can be washed are back again, catering to those with children 
and pets. In our case, we are seeing a good selection of lighter wood tones, keeping 
a lighter feel to the room.

The year 2020 focuses on bringing the outside–in and certainly stays true to Florida! Create a coastal, 
grassroots vibe by adding colors and natural fibers to our neutral staple pieces. We are seeing grass green, 
summer orange, and water blues next year. Live edge wood on tables and agate pieces bring a touch of nature 
into the mix. Faux hide and fur rugs are showing up everywhere.

Sunbrella® and Crypton® performance fabrics take center stage on upholstered pieces that are built to last. 
One vendor to keep in mind is InsideOut® for its color saturation, quality, and prints that stand out.
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Layering up accessories, rugs, and art will make an impact next 
year. Bring texture and dimension to those flat walls by adding 
shiplap and wallpaper. Picture frame molding with color inserts 
or wallpaper adds a predominant flair. Break up those long walls 
and add interest to those backdrops!

Grey is still used as a neutral tone, but taupe is strong! Integrated 
together, it makes a room more interesting. Monochromatic 
shades are still in play, but touches of 
bling throughout add elegance.

Patterns on accent chairs seem to be well 
noticed when paired with solid sofas. 
Velvets are now in demand with colors of 
midnight blue, jade, blush, and silver, all 
of which scream luxury!

Oversized pendants and farmhouse 
glam chandeliers make the most of a 
space, especially when paired up with 
the organic, grassroots trend. Glass and 
porcelain table lamps are being done 
with a pop of color to tie into your room’s 
accent color.
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Let’s not forget the art. Currently, canvas is popular 
because, as most designers prefer, the color stays 
true without light reflection. Shadowbox framing 
is hot with simple frames and lets the art speak for 
itself.

As we move into the new year, call Decorating Den Interiors for 
all your decorating needs!
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